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Rachelle Ayala - “Fun and Games, or how to Tame the Dreaded Middle.” 

I’ve written more than 50 romantic stories: contemporary romance, sweet romance, romantic suspense, 

and paranormal romance. My characters are diverse and multicultural, and I explore social issues and 

family drama in my stories—although the main focus is the love story. 

 

1. Lights, Action, Conflict! 

I’m sure you’ve set up your characters with plenty of tension, both external and internal conflict. 

You’ve locked them in so they have to face each other. You’ve spiced up each scene with sizzling 

sexual tension and bubbly banter. Great! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Now What? 

If you’re following story structure, you are in Act II. The cute meet is done and your characters 

are both attracted and questioning their sanity. This is where you have to advance the story. 

This is the middle where everything truly happens. It’s the heart of the romance where you have 

to PROVE that your couple is made for each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Try-Fail Cycles 

A successful love story must be proven. Both characters must change. It’s risky and scary, and 

yet, oh so alluring. Your characters must evolve beyond physical attraction and lust to lasting 

and caring emotions. Try-Fail Cycles are SHOW rather than TELL. They are “tests” that bring your 

story two steps forward/one step backward. But at each step, they must PROVE something. 
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4. Fitting Fun and Games into Try-Fail Cycles 

- not just random dates [boring], but dates and outings that have a point. Show a scene that 

moves your characters emotionally closer. Examples: both emceeing at charity event, on 

opposite teams of paintball game, stuck babysitting the same kid together. Shared joy, fun, and 

maybe a kiss. Follow it with a setback. Maybe doubt sets in, or there’s a reminder of the core 

conflict, a stray remark ruins the moment, or lamest of all—a knock on the door interruption. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. At least 3 Try-Fail Cycles 

Get closer each time. Raise the stakes. But be sure to show true joy, emotion, escalated sexual 

satisfaction. Move from less emotional to more emotional. The last one should have a “what if 

I’m in love moment?” followed by all the reasons why it can’t be so. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Make sure it’s FUN, get creative 

Lightens the mood. Relief from the conflict and tension. Readers buy in and believe your couple 

should be together. Opportunities to make reader smile or laugh. Food fight? Bumper cars? 

Frosting in bed? Shooting washers and dryers? Red dirt shirt mud fight? Zipline horror show? 
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